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Metal detector with three -tone discrimination system
Bounty Hunter® Discovery- 1100. Adjustable tone discrimination gives you

a special tone for different types of metal such as gold, or nickels and other
coins. Display shows coin depth up to 6". Three modes of operation let you

choose what you want to find. One mode rejects most trash items, while
another detects all metals-even iron objects that would normally be rejected in
the discrimination modes. Automatic ground balance adjustment for searching

in all types of terrain without making lots of adjustments. Waterproof 7"
search coil. 1/4" headphone jack. Requires two 9V batteries. [:-S-11 #63-3016

Waterproof search coil

Pro -style metal detector with 9 -segment target display
Bounty Hunter Discovery 2200. LCD readout indicates metal types being

detected. Locates coins and many other metal objects, and gives depths up to
9". The 8" waterproof search coil is submersible in fresh or salt water. Listen to

speaker or plug your headphones into the 'A" jack to hear subtle responses
more easily. Discrimination and notch controls let you minimize response to

items like pull tabs, while boosting indications to potentially valuable objects.
Automatic ground balance adjustment-no need to change settings when you

change search areas. Low -battery indicator. Adjustable shaft with armrest.
Extra -lightweight materials for longer hunting time. Requires two 9V batteries.

#63-3017I :  

Waterproof search coil

Our best metal detector with
11 -segment identification and PinPoint
Bounty Hunter Discovery 3300. Precise and easy to use! 11 -segment digital
target identification with 3 -level iron discrimination helps eliminate responses
from unwanted items like pull tabs and junk. Coin depth indicator even tells
you how far below you they're buried-up to 10 irches. 7 -segment
discrimination and notch controls let you selectively eliminate ranges of metals
you don't wish to detect. 4 -tone target identification gives you audio clues as
to what's being detected. Automatic and manual ground balance adjustments
for optimum searching based on terrain composition. 1/4" headphone jack, 8"
interchangeable waterproof search coil. Padded armrest and ergonomic hand
grip for ultimate comfort. Requires two 9V batteries I;--t=ig #63-3018

Waterproof search coil

Headphones help you hear subtle tones
for more productive treasure hunting

Full-size stereo headphones
Comfortable RadioShack stereo
headphones have padded earcushions
and closed -cup design to help seal out
external sounds. f" stereo plug.

#33-1182I

'A" to A" stereo headphone plug adapter.
Gold plated. #274-876

Lightweight stereo
headphones
Extra-comfortable-perfect for
longer treasure -hunting excursions.
Great for music listening, too.
Titanium diaphragms deliver full -
range sound. X" stereo plug.
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